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Using RSC approaches to improve students' analysis of 
language and writing in depth and detail at Key Stage 3
 

Lauren's school is based in a sea

cultural facilities and opportunities

faced with Shakespeare’. Indeed, before embarking on her Shakespeare project students' 

attitudes towards Shakespeare were assessed, with 93% of students disagreeing with the 

statement that ‘Shakespeare is fun’ and 83% agreeing that ‘Studying Shakespeare is boring’

 

The school had seen a large increase in students arriving in Year 7 with a Key Stage 

3 or below, significantly lower than

should achieve a level 5 (the national average) or above; yet teachers at Lauren's school predict 

that only 67.6% of their students will achieve this. Lauren believe

to a number of reasons, including lack of student motivation and changes in teaching staff, but 

felt that 

 

‘The main reason why students are not achieving the higher levels of attainment … 

is down to their lack of language a

detail – key skills requ

 

She explained further that  

 

‘The main differences between a level 4 and a level 5 response is that the latter is 

more detailed, with explanations an

the reader/audience’.

 

Lauren chose to focus her project on a low achieving Y

65% of students to achieve a level 5c by the end of the academic year. However, only 

achieved this in their December assessment for Reading and only 47% achieved above a 5c in 

February for Writing. Lauren asserted that 

 

‘This shows that the class are under

drastic measure to support t

 

She would work with this group on 

particularly Act 1 Scene 2, and the characters of Prospero, Caliban and Miranda. Lauren used a 

technique of introducing various props that have a

activities that explored the characters' relationships and plot details. 

 

                                                
1 According to FFT (Fischer Family Trust) D
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sed in a sea-side town that is ‘often described as insular’

cultural facilities and opportunities. Lauren describes students as ‘reluctant and scepti

. Indeed, before embarking on her Shakespeare project students' 

speare were assessed, with 93% of students disagreeing with the 

nt that ‘Shakespeare is fun’ and 83% agreeing that ‘Studying Shakespeare is boring’

The school had seen a large increase in students arriving in Year 7 with a Key Stage 

r below, significantly lower than the national average of 4. By Year 9, 91.2%

should achieve a level 5 (the national average) or above; yet teachers at Lauren's school predict 

that only 67.6% of their students will achieve this. Lauren believed that this could be attributed 

to a number of reasons, including lack of student motivation and changes in teaching staff, but 

he main reason why students are not achieving the higher levels of attainment … 

is down to their lack of language analysis and inability to write in any depth and 

key skills required to achieve those top marks’. 

he main differences between a level 4 and a level 5 response is that the latter is 

more detailed, with explanations and includes the effects of the language choices on 

. 

her project on a low achieving Year 9 set. The target for the class was for 

65% of students to achieve a level 5c by the end of the academic year. However, only 

achieved this in their December assessment for Reading and only 47% achieved above a 5c in 

February for Writing. Lauren asserted that  

This shows that the class are under-performing as a whole and are in need of a 

drastic measure to support them to achieve their 65% target’. 

She would work with this group on The Tempest, focusing on some specific scenes but 

particularly Act 1 Scene 2, and the characters of Prospero, Caliban and Miranda. Lauren used a 

technique of introducing various props that have a link to the story of The Tempest

activities that explored the characters' relationships and plot details.  
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‘often described as insular’, with very limited 

reluctant and sceptical when 

. Indeed, before embarking on her Shakespeare project students' 

speare were assessed, with 93% of students disagreeing with the 

nt that ‘Shakespeare is fun’ and 83% agreeing that ‘Studying Shakespeare is boring’. 

The school had seen a large increase in students arriving in Year 7 with a Key Stage 2 level of 

ear 9, 91.2%1 of students 

should achieve a level 5 (the national average) or above; yet teachers at Lauren's school predict 

d that this could be attributed 

to a number of reasons, including lack of student motivation and changes in teaching staff, but 

he main reason why students are not achieving the higher levels of attainment … 

nalysis and inability to write in any depth and 

he main differences between a level 4 and a level 5 response is that the latter is 

d includes the effects of the language choices on 

ear 9 set. The target for the class was for 

65% of students to achieve a level 5c by the end of the academic year. However, only 53% 

achieved this in their December assessment for Reading and only 47% achieved above a 5c in 

performing as a whole and are in need of a 

focusing on some specific scenes but 

particularly Act 1 Scene 2, and the characters of Prospero, Caliban and Miranda. Lauren used a 

The Tempest, followed by 



 

Lauren made detailed observations

of work, were working at two sub

learning (such as SEN, Free School Meals or Looked After). 

 

Mark, ‘classed a reluctant learner’

his KS2 English SATs and his end of Y

on The Tempest Mark's work was showing a lack of language analysis and an inability to write 

at any length. Lauren referenced a piece of Mark's work in response to 

Swindells, written the previous term, as an example:

 

‘That above shows that if you talk to the wrong people like Zoe does that she talks to 

a chippy and becomes a chippy lover 

 

Yet by lesson three of The Tempest

why writers use particular words, and an ability to write more 

Prospero he wrote five paragraphs. Lauren observed that:

 

‘Whilst effective essay writing is more about quality than quantity, it mu

that this student often struggled with the thinking of ideas, and therefore an increase 

of two paragraphs [from the previous task] shows that they had more to say on this 

text’. 

 

She went on to explain that Mark's final character analysis showe

character including the following comment on Prospero: 

 

‘This shows us that he is a good parent a

 

Lauren reflected that   

 

‘This well expressed observation is worlds away from the often 

comments seen before’

 

Anthony was another of Lauren's focus students, achieving only a 3a in his KS2 SATs “which is 

significantly below average”. Like Mark, his ability to analyse lan

three of The Tempest Anthony gave t

creates the character of the island:

 

‘Shake spear uses adjectives to describe the habitants and all the places on the 

island. He uses sounds so you kno

 

Whilst Lauren accepted that this was still ‘rather simplistic’ she felt there was a ‘

to explore Shakespeare's use of language and explain t

suggesting a low level 5 response.

 

By the end of the scheme of work Lauren believed t
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Lauren made detailed observations of four students, three of who, prior to The Tempest 

of work, were working at two sub-levels below target – despite each having no obvious barrier to 

learning (such as SEN, Free School Meals or Looked After).  

Mark, ‘classed a reluctant learner’, was one of the focus students. He had achieved a 4c at both 

his end of Year 8 English assessment. Immediately prior to working 

Mark's work was showing a lack of language analysis and an inability to write 

at any length. Lauren referenced a piece of Mark's work in response to Daz 4 Zoe

n the previous term, as an example: 

That above shows that if you talk to the wrong people like Zoe does that she talks to 

a chippy and becomes a chippy lover at school is what she's called.’

The Tempest scheme Mark began to show both a greater awareness of 

why writers use particular words, and an ability to write more – in his final character study of 

Prospero he wrote five paragraphs. Lauren observed that: 

Whilst effective essay writing is more about quality than quantity, it mu

that this student often struggled with the thinking of ideas, and therefore an increase 

of two paragraphs [from the previous task] shows that they had more to say on this 

She went on to explain that Mark's final character analysis showed a greater understanding of 

character including the following comment on Prospero:  

This shows us that he is a good parent and cares about Miranda's future’

This well expressed observation is worlds away from the often incohe

comments seen before’. 

Anthony was another of Lauren's focus students, achieving only a 3a in his KS2 SATs “which is 

significantly below average”. Like Mark, his ability to analyse language was poor. Yet, by lesson 

Anthony gave the following response when asked how Shakespeare 

creates the character of the island: 

Shake spear uses adjectives to describe the habitants and all the places on the 

island. He uses sounds so you know how rough the sea and wind is’

ed that this was still ‘rather simplistic’ she felt there was a ‘

to explore Shakespeare's use of language and explain the effect of this on the reader’

suggesting a low level 5 response. 

By the end of the scheme of work Lauren believed that all of her focus students 

The Tempest scheme 

despite each having no obvious barrier to 

, was one of the focus students. He had achieved a 4c at both 

ear 8 English assessment. Immediately prior to working 

Mark's work was showing a lack of language analysis and an inability to write 

Daz 4 Zoe by Robert 

That above shows that if you talk to the wrong people like Zoe does that she talks to 

at school is what she's called.’ 

oth a greater awareness of 

in his final character study of 

Whilst effective essay writing is more about quality than quantity, it must be noted 

that this student often struggled with the thinking of ideas, and therefore an increase 

of two paragraphs [from the previous task] shows that they had more to say on this 

d a greater understanding of 

nd cares about Miranda's future’. 

incoherent 

Anthony was another of Lauren's focus students, achieving only a 3a in his KS2 SATs “which is 

guage was poor. Yet, by lesson 

he following response when asked how Shakespeare 

Shake spear uses adjectives to describe the habitants and all the places on the 

w how rough the sea and wind is’. 

ed that this was still ‘rather simplistic’ she felt there was a ‘definite attempt 

he effect of this on the reader’, 

hat all of her focus students  



 

‘have shown … the confidence to create their own interpretation of the characters in 

the play – an aspect which was lacking in previous reading responses... The 

students enjoyed the active approaches and Mark was particularl

when the unit ended. These students were not students who would traditionally have 

been interested in Shakespeare 

mention of his name 

engagement with the text’

 

The impact on attainment was considerable. By the end of the term when Lauren had used 

active approaches to Shakespeare ‘

and above, a difference of 41%’ from the previous term. This significant increase led Lauren to 

conclude: 

 

‘The results show that when students are given the opportunity to be independent 

learners, work as an ensemble and use dialogue to explain their findings, the 

attainment marks are 

unmotivated became interested in the topic and began to break down thei

barriers to learning’. 
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have shown … the confidence to create their own interpretation of the characters in 

an aspect which was lacking in previous reading responses... The 

students enjoyed the active approaches and Mark was particularly disappointed 

when the unit ended. These students were not students who would traditionally have 

been interested in Shakespeare – they were the ones who would moan at the 

mention of his name – but through these approaches they have developed the

agement with the text’. 

The impact on attainment was considerable. By the end of the term when Lauren had used 

tive approaches to Shakespeare ‘88% of this class were now consistently achieving a level 5

from the previous term. This significant increase led Lauren to 

The results show that when students are given the opportunity to be independent 

learners, work as an ensemble and use dialogue to explain their findings, the 

attainment marks are augmented... Students who were under-performing and 

unmotivated became interested in the topic and began to break down thei

 

have shown … the confidence to create their own interpretation of the characters in 

an aspect which was lacking in previous reading responses... The 

y disappointed 

when the unit ended. These students were not students who would traditionally have 

they were the ones who would moan at the 

but through these approaches they have developed their own 

The impact on attainment was considerable. By the end of the term when Lauren had used 

88% of this class were now consistently achieving a level 5 

from the previous term. This significant increase led Lauren to 

The results show that when students are given the opportunity to be independent 

learners, work as an ensemble and use dialogue to explain their findings, the 

performing and 

unmotivated became interested in the topic and began to break down their previous 


